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Rappaccini’s Daughter and The Birthmark: Inverse Eden Tales 

Nathaniel Hawthorne’s residence in Puritan New England had a huge influence on why 

his stories had a religious base and focus on a the societal struggle sin.  Many of his works 

comprise of themes that focus on a struggle between good and evil and the sinful human 

condition.  Nathaniel Hawthorn’s tales, “The Birthmark” and “Rappaccini’s Daughter”, are two 

of his dreamlike, allegorical stories which comment on society and its psychological 

interpretations on reality.  These two tales, when read in conjunction with each other, represent 

an inverse Garden of Eden tale.  They relate to one another in the sense that there are gender role 

reversals, rivalry between good and evil and, eventually, an eternal fall of man.  There are also 

underlying themes of science verses religion throughout both tales.  Many of Hawthorne’s 

writings comment on the Puritan society he was surrounded by.  His purpose is to represent 

society’s psychological conflicts in an allegory to satirically point out what he believes to be 

issues in the world he lives in.   The deeper concern that Hawthorne is hinting at in “The 

Birthmark” and “Rappuccini’s Daughter” is how humanity’s desire and pursuit for perfection 

goes against nature, which results in death and destruction.  After reading both tales, it is clear 

that Hawthorne believes society is inherently sinful, driven by the devil and temptation. This is 

the premise of the fall of man and how original sin came to be in the world.  Before the fall, the 

world was perfect and God’s creation should have remained untouched.  The desire for power, 

and attaining perfection more than what God intended is what results in sin and suffering.  Both 

tales represent original sin and the limitations and imperfections of the human condition.   
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Being that “Rappaccini’s Daughter” is an inverse Eden tale, the gender roles concerning 

who represents Adam and Eve are reversed and it is important to understand how the role 

reversals were necessary in reflecting Hawthorne’s deeper concern for society and their religious 

and gender role views.  On the surface, it may be interpreted that Giovanni is Adam and Beatrice 

is Eve because her tempting beauty grasped Giovanni’s attention after he stared at her in the 

garden from the window.  Beatrice reflects Adam because they are original creations, one from 

God and one from Rappaccini.  The difference lies in the fact that one creation was from nature 

and the other from science. In “Rappuccini’s daughter”, Beatrice’s life is sustained by breathing 

in the poison from the purple flowered plant in the garden scientifically created by her father, 

Rappaccini.  Beatrice’s poisonous breath of life from the plant reflects the Eden theme because 

after God created Adam he breathed life into him.  Beatrice approaches the plant throughout the 

story exclaiming, “Give me thy breath, my sister. For I am faint with common air”(Hawthorne 

194).  In the Fall of Man story, we know that Eve is tempted by the devil disguised as a serpent 

in the beautiful, yet forbidden, Tree of Knowledge residing in the Garden of Eden.  Giovanni 

gazes out onto the mystical garden from his window and sees how beautiful it is, feeling the urge 

to understand more about its mystery. Once he sees Beatrice, he is tempted to step into the 

garden to taste the forbidden beauty.  Once he realizes Beatrice is poisonous, he desires to 

change her.  Giovanni then seeks a potion from Baglioni which will alter Beatrice, Rappaccini’s 

creation, therefore ending her life representing the fall of man.  This pursuit of perfecting 

Beatrice against what the creator desired represents how changing God’s creation or going 

against nature’s intentions causes suffering and death, or original sin.   

In “The Birthmark”, Alymer is also the Eve character where Georgiana is the Adam.  

Aylmer, through his constant disgust towards his wife’s small mark, tempts Georgiana to give in 
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and have the mark removed.  When the serpent in the garden tempted Eve, he offered her power.  

She was given the opportunity to become like God, perfect and all knowing.  Aylmer knows his 

wife is beautiful, but with his science, he can make her even more perfect. Here he desires this 

perfection, against God and nature, selfishly giving himself the satisfaction of having a perfect 

wife while convincing her that she needed to change it for him to be content with her appearance.   

Georgiana tries to resist the removal, saying to her husband after he tries to give her the elixir, 

that “it is terrible to possess such power, or even to dream of possessing it”(Hawthorne 125).  

This can refer to how Adam wasn’t sure at first about eating the forbidden fruit but eventually 

gave in to Eve’s temptation. She mentioned that she would rather die than live with that mark 

upon her face; “I might wish to put off this birthmark of mortality by relinquishing mortality 

itself in preference to any other mode”(Hawthorne 129). Adam and Georgiana are similar based 

on the assumption that Adam sinned after Eve so not to loose his partner.  God warns Adam and 

Eve that if they eat form the Tree of Knowledge, they will die.  The removal of Georgiana’s 

birthmark results in cureless deformity, or in the Eden tale, original sin.   

In “Rappuccini’s Daughter”, Rappaccini is “God” because he created and nurtured 

Beatrice through the poison of the tree in the garden.  Rappaccini can be interpreted as both a 

God figure as well as a Satan character because even though he is the creator, his creation stems 

from science, which goes against nature in this case.   In this garden, Beatrice is created from 

evil. She is a temptress who appears to be beautiful when looked at through a window, but when 

touched, is poisonous.  In this sense, Beatrice can also be seen as the forbidden fruit that Eve, 

Giovanni, is tempted to eat.  Rappaccini is also in desire for perfection here in this tale.  He is the 

one who used science to create Beatrice as a perfect being and planned all along to tempt 

Giovanni with his beautiful and evil purposed daughter.  This rivalry between good and evil can 
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be interpreted many ways, but in the end, it is Giovanni who is the tempter and Eve character 

because it is him who desires the perfection and causes the fall of Beatrice after tempting her 

with the silver vile of medicine.  He goes against what Rappaccini created for his own pursuit of 

what he thought was perfection, taking the life sustaining poison from Beatrice.  The Baglioni 

character can be interpreted as a God figure as well since him and Rappaccini are rivals.  

Baglioni warns Giovanni about the dangers of the garden and Beatrice.  He is “all knowing” in a 

way. Baglioni is the one who offers the vile to Giovanni to give to Beatrice knowing that she 

would be tempted to drink from it and that she would die.  Here we see the split between God 

and Satan characteristics like we see in Rappaccini.  Although the vile was the source of 

temptation to give to Beatrice, therefore ending her life, it can represent how the Tree of 

Knowledge and forbidden fruit were handed to Adam and eve just like the vile was handed to 

Giovanni.  Even though Baglioni and God warned both Giovanni and Adam and Eve, it was pre 

determined that they would be tempted and the fall of man would occur. 

In “The Birthmark” there is a similar rivalry between good and evil. Nature itself is the 

“God” figure in “The Birthmark”.   Aylmer is trying to play God by using his lab to scientifically 

and unnaturally remove the mark but at the same time, Alymer is a Satan character because of 

his evil and tempting characteristics. “Doubt not my power. I have already given this matter the 

deepest thought- thought which might almost have enlightened me to create a being less perfect 

than yourself”(Hawthorne 1210).  Alymer knows that his wife is beautiful but he wants more.  

He wants her to be perfect and his desire for perfection goes against how nature intended her to 

be. 

Both the removal of Georgiana’s birthmark and Beatrice’s consumption of the potion 

represent the fall of man.  Rappuccini’s overall experiment with his daughter goes against nature 
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as well.   The confusion between whether Rappaccini is a God or Satan character could represent 

how easy it is to confuse the devil and sin because it may appear to be harmless. Poisonous, yet 

beautiful, Beatrice can be compared to the delicious and truth giving forbidden fruit in Eden 

because although she is dangerous, she doesn’t seem to be based on her outside appearance.  At 

the beginning of “Rappaccini’s Daughter”, Giovanni describes the garden as beautiful when he 

simply looks down on it from his window.  When he finally enters the garden through a secret 

entrance, he finds the garden to be dissatisfying and frightful.  He saw the garden as a 

“monstrous offspring of man’s depraved fancy, glowing with only an evil mockery of 

beauty”(Hawthorne 198).  Once Giovanni stepped into the garden or had fallen into temptation, 

he no longer found it beautiful, realizing his human condition.  This is a reflection on how 

Giovanni falls prey to temptation and Hawthorne’s comment becomes clear on how easy people 

fall into sin because of its toxic appeal. When Giovanni and Beatrice are united by Rappaccini at 

the end of the tale, he tells them to “pass on, then through the world, most dear to one another 

and dreadful to all besides!”(Hawthorne 208).  Rappaccini is telling them to pass on their poison 

to future generations, just like God told Adam and Eve that they would pass on suffering and 

death to the rest of the world because of their sin.  

Georgiana’s birthmark represents the “fatal flaw of humanity which Nature, in one shape 

or another, stamps ineffaceably on all her productions, either to imply that they are temporary 

and finite, or that their perfection must be wrought by toil and pain”(Hawthorne 120).  This is an 

exact reference to the limitations and imperfections of the human condition.  The birthmark 

reminded Alymer of his and his wife’s limitations as humans and all that came with it: sin, 

suffering and death.  When Georgiana goes through Aylmer’s lab, she finds out that all of his 

scientific experiments were failures. This represents human limitation and proves that Nature 
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prevails over science.  Georgiana had already fallen when she decided to submit to her devil 

husband’s experiments even though she knew he would be unsuccessful.  She preferred to die 

than to live with her husband’s disgust at her birthmark anyway.  Through both Alymer and 

Rappuccini’s desire for perfection through science, they fail to see how it is destroying the basic 

nature of the original creation.  In Giovanni and Aylmer’s pursuit of perfection, they come to 

realize that what is created by God or intended by nature cannot be betrayed.  The birthmark on 

Georgiana and poisonous Beatrice exemplify the limitations of the human condition.  The failed 

attempts at perfection result in Original Sin through both female characters dying at the end.   

Hawthorne uses this inverse Eden tale to represent the constant rivals between good and 

evil, male and female, as well as with science and religion.  Switching around the Adam, Eve, 

God and Satan characters is Hawthorne’s comment on the strict, religious, Puritan society he 

lives in and how easy it is to fall prey to temptation.  Hawthorne may be saying that things aren’t 

always what they seem and things that appear to be good may be evil. Both tales have this focus 

on science and temptation, both things that puritan life went against whole-heartedly.  Both 

stories end with the death of a beautiful woman after the main characters fool around with 

science, sin and give in to temptation.  Through his tales, we come to the conclusion that humans 

have limitations and the bottom line is that if you alter nature or God’s creation, you will suffer.   
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